7 Reasons to Sign Our Petition:

(1). From this year, we no longer have the freedom-to-choose ‘natural health products’ or the right to educate and self-manage, in order to take responsible control of our own health. In other words, we have no right to decide what we choose to eat, drink or medicate.

(2). Thousands of beneficial ‘natural products’ (food supplements, vitamins, minerals, herbs, traditional indigenous remedies), commonly used today are being banned, or their potency drastically reduced... making them virtually ineffective. Like ‘Colloidal Silver’ (a powerful natural antibiotic), many valuable healthcare products are quietly being taken off the shelves.

(3). Health Claims cannot be made on ‘foods & natural products’. Medical reports, testimonials, botanical history or centuries of proven evidence on their safety and effectiveness are no longer acceptable or allowed. Scientific evidence is given precedence over all others... even though, the majority of Scientists & Doctors are not trained, qualified or experienced in nutrition, traditional practices or indigenous remedies. Plus many pharmaceutical companies are frequently exposed as being criminally negligent and for falsifying results. Yet still, all ‘unlicensed (but ‘safe’ and proven effective) Herbal-Products’ will be removed from sale from 2011.

(4). Non-European ancient cultural traditions (such as African, Chinese, Indian and other indigenous practices), developed and used successfully for centuries could be lost forever. This poses an additional threat to their descendants who are now UK citizens. By being denied access to their native-produce & traditional-practices, not only discriminates but also disrespects their cultural heritage and ignores thousands of years of religious practices. This will adversely affect the health, wellbeing, cultural and religious education of future generations.

(5). Strict censorship dictates what we can say, promote or advertise concerning the health enhancing benefits of natural foods and healthcare products. Although proven in innumerable case studies and peer review published reports, we can no longer communicate with each other, the true merits of natural healthcare as handed down from generation to generation. Unlike ‘synthetic products’, whose producers falsely make ‘curative claims’, through falsified clinical trials, which are accepted by the government. Yet we cannot say that ‘natural foods’ could... heal, cure, restore, treat, protect or prevent any illness or disease. Therefore, centuries of ancient wisdom will be written out of the history books and lost forever.

(6). Applications for compliance and acceptance of the above legislations are made deliberately technical and complex; with excessive data requirements (weighed heavily on scientific authority - unqualified or in-experienced in natural healthcare). This makes it virtually impossible for (small & medium size) manufacturers to comply and gain approval for their products.

(7). The end result of all this would mean that thousands of small (UK health) Businesses, Practitioners & Therapists will be destroyed, along with our health.
WHAT THEY DID NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW.


UK REGULATORS (funded by the Pharmaceutical Industry) employed as EU Law Enforcers & Watchdogs are currently ‘criminalizing’ legitimate manufacturers & practitioners, with heavy fines, imprisonment, product confiscation, removal of ingredients (they classify as ‘medicinal’) or forcing business closure. These Regulators have been given more powers than the police and includes; the Advertising Standards Agency (ASA), Medicines & Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), Trading Standards, Environmental Health and others. It is hard to find any justification other than, destroying health businesses to eliminate competition, in order to secure maximum profits for the pharmaceutical industry. The EU only supports large corporations, who in turn fund them. A new book ‘The Emperor’s New Drugs’ by Dr. Irving Kirsh’s reveals; “as long as the regulator (the MHRA) in Britain is paid by the pharmaceutical industry, we are not going to see fair play”. Other conflicts of interest concerns ‘Natural Healthcare Associations’, who are established to advise and protect the industry but appear to be collaborating with the Regulators.

If synthetic medication & artificial foods were truly effective, shouldn’t we all be in the best of health today?

50 years ago, sickness was rare - due to the use of ‘natural foods & herbal remedies’... but since scientific interference and manipulation, sickness has now reached pandemic proportions across the globe. Human-beings no longer know what it feels like to be WELL all the time, as the majority are SICK all of the time, due to the use and abuse of synthetic medication and artificial foods. It is a sad fact that the world has become a huge laboratory for scientists & the pharmaceutical industry, to ‘freely’ (without accountability) use us as guinea-pigs for mass experimentation. It is apparent that ‘profits over-ride our health & safety’, making it far more beneficial to keep the nation sick rather than healthy.

What lies ahead?

The fear is that ‘organic natural foods & health products’ will gradually be eradicated and in its place, Genetically Modified (GM), Irradiated and Synthetic foods will be promoted as the cheaper, healthier option to prevent global starvation. This is purely to instil fear, so the public will not object to implementing these plans. The true plan can only be to destroy the environment and create an increasingly ‘SICK society’ solely dependant on artificial foods, synthetic prescription medication & legalised drugs (i.e. the creation of wealth through deception, fear and suffering). It is well known that ‘prescription medication & drugs’ destroys the immune-system, are extremely addictive, toxic, hazardous to both our health and the environment; plus rated the third biggest killer in the world (after heart disease and cancer). It is also well known that GM, Irradiated & Artificial Foods are ‘DEAD FOODS’ and another major cause for chronic poor health, malnutrition, mental illness and infertility. Whereas, natural foods & herbal remedies used since creation, has an exceptional record for safety, effectiveness and sustainable health… yet these legislations actively seek to remove them.
Spiritual and Ancient beliefs…

The EU Legislations also directly conflicts with the ancient principle that ‘Natural Foods are meant to Feed & Heal’. As recognised by Hippocrates (the ancient father of medicine), who famously quoted “…Let thy Medicine be thy Food and thy Food be thy Medicine”. Plus, the concept of a Divine universal creator, providing everything we need in nature, will also be lost. Therefore, many Religious / Spiritual rights are being dishonoured, disrespected and denied.

- The Powers That Be include the European Union (EU), UK Government, other powerful world Governments, World Health Organisation, United Nations, World Trade Organisation; plus vested interest from the Pharmaceutical Industry, other large corporations and Media networks. Therefore, these legislations will eventually be extended worldwide to create the New World Order. The ‘hidden agenda’ is all about global population control, power and wealth.

So… the Future is now in our HANDS to secure a safer, healthier life for you, your loved-ones and future generations.

PETITION LAUNCH 1st MAY to 25th NOVEMBER 2010.  
http://www.joininghandsinhealth.com/petition

“Do not wait for Leaders. Do it alone Person to Person”.

Mother Teresa.

SEEKING THE QUEEN’S INTERVENTION.  
Founder Dounne Alexander MBE, FRSA, a personal appeal to the Queen.

For many years, several health campaigners and freedom fighters have been calling for change, which have fallen on deaf ears. However, this petition provides Dounne with a unique opportunity to personally appeal to the QUEEN to intervene on the nations’ behalf. Dounne believes that the EU’s actions conflicts with her Coronation Oath 1953, when she solemnly promised and swore ‘to govern the peoples of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, according to their laws and customs’. This solemn promise is binding throughout her entire reign. To quote the last verse of the British National Anthem (1740) - “May she DEFEND OUR LAWS; And ever give us cause; To sing with heart and voice; God save the Queen”. Therefore, as our reigning Monarch, the Queen is the only one with the power to protect and defend us.
IN BRIEF - ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN : ‘Joining Hands in Health’:
An independent; non profit, voluntary campaign, JOINING HANDS IN HEALTH was established in 2001, to educate, inform and encourage people back to a more natural way of life, plus take responsible control of your own health. The first of its kind to embrace all cultures, animals and the environment. Our mission statement - ‘HEALTH is the only universal issue that UNITES us all as ONE!’

IN BRIEF - ABOUT THE FOUNDER – Dounne Alexander MBE:
Pioneering business-woman and health campaigner (Dounne Alexander MBE), has been spearheading ‘Traditional Natural Healthcare’ for almost 3 decades. Dounne was inspired to step up the campaign and launch a courageous challenge, when the grim truth behind why UK Regulators (ASA & MHRA) were pressing to ban her extraordinary ‘Herbal Teas’. Realizing this was happening to health businesses (UK wide), in 2009, Dounne promptly presented her case in the European Parliament to all 700 MEPs; plus sent an ‘open letter’ to the Prime Minister (Gordon Brown); Opposition Leaders, all members of the House of Commons, House of Lords and Regional Assemblies (Greater London, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales). With the exception of Baroness Howells of St. Davids, UKIP MEPs, a few MPs and Lords, no one else responded. Dounne says “It is apparent that the Government, Opposition Leaders, Parliamentary Members and UK MEPs do not have the best interest of UK citizens at heart, nor the political power, will or influence in matters affecting us... where Europe is concerned.” Through this petition, Dounne hopes to awaken the nation to safeguard the future for generations to come.

Useful links :
- View Dounne Alexander’s appeal to HRH Elizabeth II..
- Website: visit the website for the full story - www.joininghandsinhealth.com
- YOUR HEALTH Newsletters issues 10, 11, 12, Can Food Really Heal.
- News Release: Pioneering businesswoman stands up to the European Parliament to protect UK rights.

Informative videos :
- ‘We Become Silent – The Last Days of Freedom’ narrated by Dame Judi Dench:-
- On The Edge television interview with Dounne and Dr. Robert Verkerk:-
- Question Everything with Dr. Lorraine Day.

Informative Programming :
- ‘Controversial TV – EDGE MEDIA’ (SKY Channel 200).

Informative Events :